Background {#Sec1}
==========

Discriminant analysis (DA) as a topic in Multivariate Statistical Analysis has attracted much research interest over the years, with the evaluation of discriminant functions when the covariances matrices are unequal with moderate sizes being well explained by Wahl and Kronmal ([@CR11]). Linear discriminant function (LDF) is commonly used by researchers because of its simplicity of form and concept. In spite of theoretical evidence supporting the use of the Quadratic Discriminant Function (QDF) when the covariance matrices are heterogeneous, its actual employment has been sporadic because there are unanswered questions regarding its performance in the practical situation where the discriminant function must be constructed using training samples that do not satisfy the classical assumption of the model. The pioneering work on quadratic discrimination was by Smith ([@CR10]) using Fisher's Iris data. He provided a full expression for the QDF and his results showed the QDF outperforming the LDF when the homogeneity of variance covariance structure was violated.

Marks and Dunn ([@CR8]) approached the problem of discrimination by comparing the asymptotic and small sample performance of the QDF, best linear and Fisher's LDF for both proportional and non-proportional covariance differences under the assumption of normality and unequal covariance matrices. Two populations were used and sample sizes were chosen from 10 to 100. The number of variables selected were 2 and 10. They employed the application of Monte Carlo simulation. Their results indicated that for small samples the QDF performed worse than the LDF when covariances were nearly equal with large dimensions (ie LDF was satisfactory when the covariance matrices were not too different).

Lawoko ([@CR6]) studied the performance of the LDF and QDF under the assumption of correlated training samples. The researcher aimed at allocating an object to one of two groups on the basis of measurements on the object. He found that the discriminant functions formed under the model did not perform better than *W* and *Z* formed under the assumption of independent training observation. Asymptotic expected error rate for *W* under the model ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Adebanji and Nokoe ([@CR1]) have considered evaluating the quadratic classifier. They restricted their attention to two multivariate normal populations of independent variables. In addition to some theoretical result, with known parameters, they conducted a Monte Carlo simulation in order to investigate the error rates. Results indicated that the total error rate computed showed that there was an increase in the error rate with re-substitution estimator for all *K* values. On the other hand, there was a decline across *K*. The cross-validation estimator showed a steady decline for and across all values *K* and the recorded value showed a substantially low error rate estimates than re-substitution estimator for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Kakaï and Pelz ([@CR5]) studied the asymptotic error rates of linear, quadratic rules and conducted a Monte Carlo study in 2, 3 and 5-group discriminant analysis. Hyodo and Kubokawa ([@CR3]) studied a variable selection criterion for linear discriminant rule and its optimality in high dimensional data where a new variable procedure was developed for selecting the true variable set.

An enormous deal of study has been made since Fisher's ([@CR2]) original work on discriminant analysis as well as several other researchers tackling similar problem. Some estimation methods have been proposed and some sampling properties derived. However, there is little investigation done on large sample properties of these functions. Also a considerable number of studies had been carried out on discriminant analysis but not much is done on the effect or the performance of the QDF under correlated and uncorrelated data with varying sample size ratios, different variable selections and with different centroid separators for three populations.

In this study we therefore investigate the performance of classification functions (i.e Quadratic Discriminant Functions) when the covariance matrices are heterogeneous with the data of interest being correlated, sample size ratios being unequal, considering different number of variables and varying values of group centroid separator ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Simulation design {#Sec3}
-----------------

To evaluate the performance of QDF for correlated and uncorrelated training samples of distributions, we considered a Monte Carlo study with multivariate normally correlated random data generated for three populations with their mean vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Subroutine for QDF {#Sec4}
------------------

Series of subroutines were written in MatLab to perform the simulation and discrimination procedures on QDF. Below are the important ones.

Classification into several populations {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

Generalization of classification procedure for more than two discriminating groups (ie from 2 to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g\ge 2$$\end{document}$) is straight forward. However, not much is known about the properties corresponding sample classification function, and in particular, their error rates have not been fully investigated. Therefore, we focus only on the Minimum ECM classification with equal misclassification cost and Minimum TPM for multivariate normal population with unequal covariance matrices (quadratic discriminant analysis).

### Minimum ECM classification with equal misclassification cost {#Sec6}
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### Minimum TPM rule for unequal-covariance normal populations {#Sec7}
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This function is easily extended to the 3 group classification where 2 cut off points are required for assigning observations to the 3 groups (Johnson and Wichern [@CR4]).

Results {#Sec9}
=======

This section presents the performance of QDF when the training data are correlated and then when they are uncorrelated.

Effects of sample size on QDF under correlated and uncorrelated normal distribution {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the effects of the sample size on the QDF for the various group centroids ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the uncorrelated distribution from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} the average error rate was similar to the results obtained in the correlated normal distribution with the exception of the average error rate of sample size ratio 1:1:1 which decreased rapidly from total sample size of 90--180 for 8 variables in all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2Average error rates of uncorrelated normal distribution: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Effect of number of variables on QDF (under correlated and uncorrelated normal distribution) {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The effect of number of variables on the QDF under the correlated and uncorrelated normal distribution are discussed under this subsection.

The graphs of the results for sample size ratio 1:1:1 of the situations of 4, 6 and 8 variables are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. It was observed that as the number of variables increased, the average error rate reduced in the correlated normal distribution. The rate at which it reduces in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The coefficients of variation in this distribution for ratio 1:1:1 in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} reveals that as the number of variables increased the coefficients of variation increased for variables 4, 6 and 8 from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Effect of group centroid separator on QDF under correlated and uncorrelated normal distribution {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

The study focussed on the asymptotic performance of the QDF under correlated and uncorrelated normally distributed training samples. Under this distribution, the performance of the QDF under varying sampling ratios, selected number of variables and different group centroid separators were extensively studied. The QDF recorded minimum misclassification error rates and high variability as the sample size increased asymptotically under correlated normal distribution, thereby increasing the accuracy of classification of observations with the function. The performance of the QDF deteriorated when the sample size ratio was 1:2:3 as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta$$\end{document}$ increased with increasing sample size. However, the performance of the function was appreciably good under both correlated and uncorrelated normal distributions when their estimated average misclassification error rate decreased with increasing number of variables (from 4 to 8). This results shows some partial conformity with the study of Lawoko ([@CR6]) where the researcher found that the efficiency of the QDF and other classifiers are generally lowered by positively correlated training observations. Generally, the study found that, the QDF performed better resulting in the reduction in misclassification error rates as group centroid separator increases with non increasing sample size and under correlated training samples. This results therefore shows some partial conformity with the studies by Marks in 1974. Marks approached the problem of discrimination by comparing the performance of QDF with other classifiers. Although he considered only two populations, the QDF performance was abysmal under small sample size selection when covariance matrices were nearly equal with large dimensions.
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